
 

OMNITRONIC AZ-115 PA subwoofer 300W
PA subwoofer

Art. No.: 11038964
GTIN: 4026397328912

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397328912

Weight: 32,00 kg

Length: 0.58 m

Width: 0.64 m

Heigth: 0.53 m

Bulky product

Description:

Ready for the big performance!
It is simply impossible to enjoy music without a decent bass. The bass not only somehow
belongs to a song, it plays a vital part concerning the perfect sound. That is out of the question.
With the AZ series OMNITRONIC now presents the new PA subwoofer series, that is aware of
its responsibility. Its trademark: a very high durability paired with an extraordinary sound
capacity. Moreover the subs, when subject to rigorous demands, can convince through their
powerful and dry bass. Considering the cheap price you can not necessarily act on the
assumption that these subwoofers come up with highest quality. But exactly this is the case. An
example therefor can be given with the aluminum chassis. The sound becomes clearer and
more accurate compared with the steel pendants. In addition, aluminum guaranties a higher
stability, something that makes sense for huge subwoofers. In combination with the tops of the
AZ series, the basses are the ideal combination also for larger rooms and are perfectly suited
for the stage and for discos.

Features:

- Rugged subwoofer in a stable wooden housing
- Cubic housing
- Powerful, dry bass
- Very high durability
- Scratch-resistant lacquer surface
- Impact-resistant steel grille 
- Flange for speaker distance tube
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Technical specifications:

Frequency range: 48 - 200 Hz

Dimensions: Width: 60 cm

 Depth: 53 cm

 Height: 48 cm

Weight: 29,50 kg

Rated power: 300 W RMS

Program power: 600 W

Components: 38 cm woofer (15")

Connection: 2 Speaker sockets

Sensitivity: 96 dB

Maximum SPL: 123 dB

Impedance: 8 ohms

Dimensions (L x W x H): 600 x 530 x 480 mm
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